
Who Whom

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It was the cook _______ interrupted this burst of feeling.1. who

I pay little heed to those _______ tell me otherwise.2. who

She listened attentively to the old man, and on the following day I found her
in conversation with the mother of the boy to _______ she had given her
bread.

3.
whom

It is characteristic that we find him more alarmed for his own reputation
than for the reputation of the women with _______ he was familiar.
4.

whom

As for my hope, _______ shall see it?5. who

I should never have come home again out of the great wild wood if I had
not come to an iron stove, to _______ I have had to promise that I will go
back to free him and marry him!

6.
whom

Once upon a time there was a King _______ had seven sons.7. who

Perhaps the tenants from _______ they had received the house might be
better informed.
8. whom

It was he _______ was giving the orders.9. who

He had no smile for those _______ greeted him.10. who

Her mother, named Smith, of _______ there are not a few, is the mother
of fifteen children, all of _______ were born in a tent.
11. whom

whom

These glances had hitherto been unobserved by him to _______ they
were directed.
12. whom

Look upon them exactly with that eye, and pity them as objects to
_______ you can administer only occasional ease.
13.

whom

That they might not again fall into such trouble, he begged her to turn
away the girl through _______ he had undergone so much distress.
14.

whom
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Those _______ had played with him in his childhood knew him not, he
had grown so handsome.
15. who

Those _______ knew him best loved him most.16. who

No man _______ can laugh, what we call laughing, will laugh at these
things.
17. who

I addressed a gentleman _______ was hurrying over a bridge.18. who

It is the farmer _______ can use it.19. who

But he could not struggle with the woman on _______ he had already
inflicted so severe a practical trial.
20. whom
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